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Our printable personal pronouns worksheets with answers are a haven for the grammar enthusiasts in grade 1, grade 2 and grade 3! Pronouns that refer to a specific person, place, or object, personal pronouns are a delightful addition to the pronoun learning. Explore the full gamut of personal pronouns with exercises like choosing personal pronouns
that describe pictures, completing sentences with relevant personal pronouns, and identifying subject and object pronouns. Stop being content and start being ambitious with our free personal pronouns worksheet pdf! Checking Personal Pronouns for Pictures Add to your kitty scads of personal pronouns like "she", "you", and "him". Look at each
picture and choose the personal pronoun that's a match. Kids in 1st grade can't have had a more exciting pronoun-time! Choosing Correct Personal Pronouns for Pictures "They" is a subject pronoun that indicates multiple people, and "her" is an object pronoun that refers to a singular female. Young students look at the pictures and check suitable
personal pronouns. Matching Personal Pronouns If children in grade 1 and grade 2 are keen to expand their personal-pronoun practice, this matching personal pronouns worksheet squarely fits in! Match the nouns/noun phrases to appropriate personal pronouns they can be replaced with. Sorting Subject and Object Pronouns | Cut & Glue Hit the
height of personal-pronoun fun with this promising activity! Let 3rd grade children cut the personal pronouns, sort them as subject and object pronouns and glue them perfectly so the pronoun wagons are fully loaded. Completing Sentences with Subject Pronouns Don't settle for a vapid, uninspired practice of personal pronouns! Add life to it by
writing pronouns to replace each picture/noun in this grade 3 pdf worksheet on personal pronouns. Complete the sentences with apt subject pronouns. Identifying Subject and Object Pronouns Let there be no sticking points in subject and object pronouns! In this part of our printable personal pronouns worksheets, identify the subject pronouns and
the object pronouns in a bunch of sentences. Completing Sentences with Subject or Object Pronouns Learn the definition of personal pronouns, and practice how subject and object pronouns are different from each other. Little scholars fill in the blanks with subject/object pronouns in this personal pronoun exercise pdf. Finding and Checking Pronoun
Antecedents Add a fresh layer to your pronoun practice by saying hello to pronoun antecedents! Each sentence has an underlined personal pronoun. Find which of the two options is its correct antecedent. Read the following sentences. Active voice: Did she recognize you? Passive voice: Were you recognized by her? Active voice: Can anybody cure it?
Passive voice: Can it be cured (by anybody)? Active voice: Who wrote this book? Passive voice: By whom was this book written? Active voice: Have you finished work? Passive voice: Has the work been finished by you? Active voice: When will they announce the results? Passive voice: When will the results be announced (by them)? Notes The primary
auxiliary verbs do, does or did does not appear in the passive form. The verbs has, have, had, will, shall, can, may etc., do not change their position at the beginning of the sentence when the active voice is changed to the passive voice. Active voice: Have you invited them? Passive voice: Have they been invited by you? Active voice: Will you help him?
Passive voice: Will he be helped by you? The question words when, why, where, how or what does not change their position at the beginning of the sentence when the active voice is changed into the passive voice. Note that who changes to by whom and whom into who. What did he say? (Active Voice) What was said by him? (Passive Voice) Whom did
you invite? (Active Voice) Who was invited by you? (Passive Voice) What is a pronoun? A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun. Examples: he, she, it, they, someone, who Pronouns can do all of the things that nouns can do. They can be subjects, direct objects, indirect objects, object of the preposition, and more.Heck, the word pronoun even
has the word noun in it! Let's look at a few examples.Erik Weihenmayer is a blind mountain climber. (noun)He is a blind mountain climber. (pronoun) Do you see how the pronoun he took the place of the noun Erik Weihenmayer? We can also put the noun and pronoun in the same sentence.Not only is Erik Weihenmayer a mountain climber, but he is
also a motivational speaker. If we didn't have pronouns, we would have to write that sentence like this.Not only is Erik Weihenmayer a mountain climber, but Erik Weihenmayer is also a motivational speaker.That doesn't sound good! Thank goodness for pronouns!If we didn't have them, we would have to keep saying Erik Weihenmayer every time that
we wanted to refer to him. (Look! I just used the pronoun him to refer to Erik Weihenmayer!)So, what is a pronoun? Close your eyes and see if you can remember the definition! Antecedents What's missing from the following example? He said, "I'm a great believer in luck, and I find that the harder I work, the more I have of it." You should be asking
yourself WHO is HE? You don't know because I have not given you the antecedent. An antecedent is the noun that a pronoun is replacing or referring to. Thomas Jefferson was the third President of the United States. He said, "I'm a great believer in luck, and I find that the harder I work, the more I have of it." Now you should know whom I am talking
about because I have provided the antecedent for he, Thomas Jefferson.Do you want to hear something strange? Not all pronouns have antecedents! Sometimes we don't know whom exactly we are talking about. Someone broke my vase! You might be able to use that to your advantage. Mom, someone broke your vase. It certainly wasn't YOU, right?
Knowing the above information and looking at this list of pronouns should be enough for you to answer that burning question, "What is a pronoun?"If you want more in-depth information, keep reading to learn about the different types of pronouns, but don't get bogged down. Just knowing what we've covered so far might be all that you need right
now.Got it? Good. Types of Pronouns There are many different types of pronouns. Below you'll find a short description and a few examples of each. For more examples, see the list of pronouns. Personal Pronouns Here are the personal pronouns. I, me, we, us, you, she, her, he, him, it, they, them For each of these pronouns, we can tell the...Person
(Who is speaking?)Number (Is the pronoun singular or plural?)Gender (Is the pronoun masculine, feminine, or neuter?)For instance, she is third person (the person being spoken about), singular, feminine while we is first person (the people speaking), plural, neuter. Relative Pronouns These little guys introduce relative clauses (dependent adjective
clauses). who, whom, whose, that, which This is the cookie that I want to eat.That refers to the noun cookie, and it introduces the relative clause that I want to eat. Demonstrative Pronouns There are only four demonstrative pronouns. We use them to point out particular people or things. this, that, these, those Sometimes, those words are used before
nouns. In those cases, they are adjectives, not pronouns. (Remember, adjectives describe nouns.) Bring me that book. (adjective)Bring me that. (pronoun) Indefinite Pronouns The prefix in- means not. Indefinite pronouns are not definite. We don't know whom or what these refer to! anyone, something, all, most, some Someone yelled my name. (Who?
We don't know.)Everyone looked at me. (Who exactly? We don't know.)When indefinite pronouns are used before nouns, they are actually acting as adjectives, not pronouns.Both people smiled at me. (adjective)Both smiled at me. (pronoun) Reflexive & Intensive Pronouns These two types of pronouns end in -self or -selves. himself, herself, myself,
itself Those words have different names depending on how they are being used.A reflexive pronoun is used to refer to the subject of the sentence.I will go to the school myself. (reflexive)An intensive pronoun is used to emphasize another noun.He himself visited the school. (intensive) Interrogative Pronouns These are pronouns that are found in
questions. Another name for a question is an interrogative sentence. Interrogative pronouns often begin interrogative sentences. what, whom, whose, who, which Who stole the cookie from the cookie jar?Which jacket should I wear? Possessive Pronouns Possessive pronouns show ownership. Another word for ownership is possession. his, hers, your,
theirs When possessive pronouns are used before nouns, they are actually being used as adjectives, not pronouns.Our family has vacation next week. (adjective)That car is ours. (pronoun)
UNIT 1
NEGATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES Transform the following sentences into the negative and the interrogative. 1 Example: (See unit
22.) I can dance. I can't dance/I cannot dance. Can I dance? a She can swim. b They can help you. c We can ride a horse. d He can drive a lorry. e It can fly. 2 Example: (I am; he, she, it is; we, you, they are; see unit 6, part 1, section 1.) He's happy/He is happy. He isn't happy/He is not happy. Is he happy? a It's snowing. b They're
working. c It's spitting with rain. d She's worried. e You're watching television. 3 Example: (he, she, it has; other persons, have; see unit 6, part 4, section 1.) It's got five doors/It has got five doors. It hasn't got five doors/It has not got five doors. Has it got five doors? a I've got a farm. b He's got a lot of friends. c They've got my help. d It's
got three eyes. e We've got everything. 4 Example: (all the persons, but he, she, it; see unit 7, part 1.) I hate running. I don't hate running/I do not hate running. Do I hate running? a His sisters dust every single day. b My friends wish to go abroad. c I live in London. d They like singing. e We need more dancers. 5 Example: (third person
singular: he, she, it; see unit 7, part 1.) He works hard. He doesn't work (infinitive) hard/He does not work hard. Does he work (infinitive) hard? a She pays them a short visit from time to time. (infinitive: pay) b He looks like his father. (infinitive: look) c It dries soon. (infinitive: dry) d It flies. (infinitive: fly) e She washes down the kitchen walls
once a month. (infinitive: wash) 6 Revision exercise. a It takes time. b He's got three parrots. c My car is being repaired. d You can mend my watch. e She loves talking to friends. f It worries him. g There's a man in the street. h They've got all she wishes. i They look tired. j There are two old ladies at the door. k We need a teacher. l She can
speak five languages. m I work in Bristol. n You can play tennis. o They swim very well. p She buys everything. q He always pays everything for her. r They want to stay at home. s Margaret is very fond of classical music. t There is a lot of bread. u They keep on talking all the time. v I can speak and write German. w They've got a bad reputation.
x She plays chess every week. y We hate drinking whisky. z She feels very lonely. 7 Example: (irregular verbs; see the list provided in unit 8, and unit 7, part 3.) I had to do it. (infinitive: have; simple past: had) I didn't have (infinitive) to do it/I did not have to do it. Did I have (infinitive) to do it? a Mary went to the ball. b They made coffee. c I
saw you yesterday. d My computer broke down. e They overslept yesterday morning. 8 Example: (regular verbs; see unit unit 7, part 3.) It killed (simple past) the fly. It didn't kill (infinitive) the fly/It did not kill the fly. Did it kill (infinitive) the fly? a John and Margaret enjoyed Tom's speeches. b It rained cats and dogs yesterday. c They opened
the window. d She passed her examinations. e He used to knock his children about. 9 Example: (I, he, she, it was; you, we, they were; see unit 6, part 1, section 2.) I was exhausted. I wasn't exhausted/I was not exhausted. Was I exhausted? a There were two rivers. b There was a cup of tea on the table. c He was my best friend. d They were
dancing when I saw them. e You were very cruel to animals. 10 Revision exercise. a Tim broke the window. b Jane listens to music every evening. c It's bucketing down. d We can park here. e She's got a black eye. f He denies it. g They got married last year. h They came here yesterday. i She fried two eggs. j He helped her with her homework.
k They wanted to beat him up. l They robbed me yesterday. m They take care of Jennifer. n There was an armchair. o They look down on him. p I was fast asleep. q His grandmother was wide awake when he came home last night. r I ran into Peter last Monday. s She always looks ahead. t They steal cassette-players from cars. u They are looking
into the matter carefully. v I came across these documents yesterday. w We ran out of petrol. x She slept very well. y It fell to pieces. z There were plenty of mines in the area. 11 Example: (he, she it has; other persons, have; see unit 6, part 4, section 9, and unit 7, parts 5 and 6.) They've been ill/They have been ill since the day before yesterday.
They haven't been ill/They have not been ill since the day before yesterday. Have they been ill since the day before yesterday? a She has been living here since she was born. b You've made a mistake. c He has arrived. d It's gone sour. e We've been longing to get divorced for the last few months. You may like to receive a pdf file with all the
units of this section to study offline. If so, we can send it to you by email for a contribution of 25 euros. Contents Introduction Notes 1 Negative and interrogative sentences (Page 2 and the key) 2 Short answers (Page 2 and the key) 3 Question tags (Page 2 and the key) 4 Questions and exclamations (Page 2 and the key) 5 So, neither, nor,
either (the key) 6 Be, used to, would, be/get/become used to, dare, have, get, become, grow, go, turn, fall and feel (Page 2 and the key) 7 Verb tenses: forms (Page 2 and the key) 8 Irregular verbs 9 Verb tenses: uses (Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5 and the key) 10 Personal pronouns, possessives and reflexive pronouns (Page 2 and the key) 11 The
genitive case (the key) 12 Singular and plural nouns (Page 2 and the key) 13 Gender (the key) 14 A, an, some, any, no, not, none, each, every and the; compounds of some, any, no and every (Page 2, Page 3 and the key) 15 Neither, not...either, none, not...any, both and all (the key) 16 A few, few, a lot, lots, a little, little, many, much, no and plenty (the
key) 17 Enough, too, so and such (the key) 18 Comparative and superlative sentences (Page 2 and the key) 19 Adjective order (the key) 20 Relative clauses (Page 2 and the key) 21 Do and make (the key) 22 Modal verbs (Page 2, Page 3 and the key) 23 Infinitives, gerunds and present participles (Page 2 and the key) 24 Conditional sentences (Page 2
and the key) 25 Passive sentences (the key) 26 Reported speech (Page 2 and the key) 27 Purpose (the key) 28 Word order (the key) 29 Inversion (the key) 30 Connectors (Page 2 and the key) 31 Prepositions (Page 2, Page 3 and the key) 32 Phrasal verbs (the key) Page 2
UNIT 1 - Page 2
NEGATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES
Transform the following sentences into the negative and the interrogative. 12 Example: (See unit 7, part 10.) They'll go/They will go. They won't go/They will not go. Will they go? a He'll get back early. b Tom will drop us a line. c She'll beat you at chess. d It'll be postponed. e She'll ask for it. 13 Example: (See unit 22, sections 10 and 11.)
He may come back. (possibility) He may not come back. (May not is not usually contracted.) Do you think (that) he will come back? (Avoid May he...?, as it is very unusual for possibility. Compare this section with section 15 in unit 2.) a He may speak out against the closure of the factory at tomorrow's meeting. b They may denounce him to the
police as a bank robber. c We may stay here for good. d She may look us up the next time she comes to our town. e He may forgive them if they speak frankly. 14 Example: (See unit 22, sections 10 and 11.) He might come back. (Might suggests a smaller possibility than may.) He might not come back. (Mightn't is possible, but not very usual.)
Do you think (that) he will come back? a The sky might be overcast tomorrow. b It might be cloudy this afternoon. c It might be your aunt. d She might pass her examination. e They might win the race. 15 Could is the past or conditional form of can. We generally prefer cannot to could not for possibility and permission1: They could need
another blanket tonight. (possibility) They cannot/can't need another blanket tonight. Do you think they could need another blanket tonight? He could use her car tomorrow. (permission and suggestion) He cannot/can't use her car tomorrow. Could he use her car tomorrow? However, cannot is not possible when the meaning of could is
past: He could read when he was four. (past ability) He couldn't/could not read when he was four. Could he read when he was four? Cannot is impossible if we have an if-clause with a past tense or a past perfect tense: He could do it for you if he had time. He couldn't/could not do it for you if he had time. Could he do it for you if he had
time? a He could take my father's van if he had a driving-licence. (an if-clause with a past tense) b We could take an extra lump of sugar. (permission and suggestion) c She could follow my advice. (possibility) d I could swim very well when I was a child. (past ability) e It could be too late now. (possibility) 16 Revision exercise. a He's looking
forward to meeting her again. b They put off our appointment. (simple past) c She cancelled our date. d We can rely on them. e Our plane took off on time. f Our plane landed on time. g I look after my sister. h You're a good novelist. i It's got four bedrooms. j He's been waiting for the removal van since three o'clock. k They will take her away.
l He may be working with his daughter. m They complained about the wine. n It brought her round. o It could work. (possibility) p He means it. q The storm woke him up. r These old shoes are worn out. s She'll dust the sitting room. t It might be foggy tomorrow. u There is a spider. v She's head over heels in love with him. w They can ruin your
life. x He bullies a lot of people. y She buys everything she likes. z They reached the summit in full daylight. 17 Example: You must come to class in good time. You needn't/need not come to class in good time. Must/Need you come to class in good time? Semantically speaking, the opposite of must for obligation or strong advice is need not;
must not has a different meaning (prohibition). See unit 22, sections 19, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26 and 27. a They must come to our aid. b He must take exercise. c We must finish our essay by tomorrow evening. d She must ring him up tonight. e It must be done. 18 Examples: He should sing at the concert. He shouldn't/should not sing at the concert.
Should he sing at the concert? He ought to go there in her place. He oughtn't/ought not to go there in her place. Ought he to go there in her place? Should and ought to are usually interchangeable. See unit 22, sections 26, 27, 29, 30, 31 and 33. a They should grow vegetables. b He should go jogging tomorrow. c We ought to leave now.
d They ought to free their hostage. e She should take an aspirin. 19 Example: She would go abroad if she had enough money/ She'd go abroad if she had enough money. She wouldn't/would not go abroad if she had enough money. Would she go abroad if she had enough money? Would is the conditional or past form of will. See example 12 in
this unit, and units 7 (part 14) and 9 (section 71). a He would shut up if he were you. b He would leave that paragraph out. c They'd call Margaret up if she had a phone. d She'd resign if she could find another job. e His dog would eat the meat up. 20 Example: (See unit 6, part 4, section 9, and unit 7, parts 7 and 8.) He had cleaned her flat when
she came home. He hadn't/had not cleaned her flat when she came home. Had he cleaned her flat when she came home? a She had eaten her lunch when I went to see her. b They had been working hard since they were sixteen. c The clock had stopped when we got home. d She had read the novel when I asked her about it in class. e You had
watered the plants when I came into the garden. 21 Revision exercise. a He should bring a lot of food with him. b There could be another enemy. (possibility) c They could be wrong. (possibility) d She smashed up her mother's car. e He'll smash your face. f She's getting on very well with her new painting. g This is beyond him. h He had done his
homework when the teacher entered the classroom. i She'd forgive you if you were kinder to her. j They get on his nerves. k They drive her up the wall. l She drives him crazy. m They detest drinking alcohol. n He'll be held prisoner. o I stepped in a ripe tomato. p They have just released the tiger from its cage. q It collapsed. r She swam across
the lake. s You must come home early tonight. t She can repair the oven. u He's got a lot of comics. v It was getting dark. w She may take my advice. x They might arrive in Paris tonight. y We ought to stay here. z The man with a pistol scared the living daylights out of her. ____________________ 1 See unit 22, sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 13, 14,
15, 17 and 18. You may like to receive a pdf file with all the units of this section to study offline. If so, we can send it to you by email for a contribution of 25 euros. Contents Introduction Notes 1 Negative and interrogative sentences (Page 2 and the key) 2 Short answers (Page 2 and the key) 3 Question tags (Page 2 and the key) 4 Questions
and exclamations (Page 2 and the key) 5 So, neither, nor, either (the key) 6 Be, used to, would, be/get/become used to, dare, have, get, become, grow, go, turn, fall and feel (Page 2 and the key) 7 Verb tenses: forms (Page 2 and the key) 8 Irregular verbs 9 Verb tenses: uses (Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5 and the key) 10 Personal pronouns,
possessives and reflexive pronouns (Page 2 and the key) 11 The genitive case (the key) 12 Singular and plural nouns (Page 2 and the key) 13 Gender (the key) 14 A, an, some, any, no, not, none, each, every and the; compounds of some, any, no and every (Page 2, Page 3 and the key) 15 Neither, not...either, none, not...any, both and all (the key) 16 A
few, few, a lot, lots, a little, little, many, much, no and plenty (the key) 17 Enough, too, so and such (the key) 18 Comparative and superlative sentences (Page 2 and the key) 19 Adjective order (the key) 20 Relative clauses (Page 2 and the key) 21 Do and make (the key) 22 Modal verbs (Page 2, Page 3 and the key) 23 Infinitives, gerunds and present
participles (Page 2 and the key) 24 Conditional sentences (Page 2 and the key) 25 Passive sentences (the key) 26 Reported speech (Page 2 and the key) 27 Purpose (the key) 28 Word order (the key) 29 Inversion (the key) 30 Connectors (Page 2 and the key) 31 Prepositions (Page 2, Page 3 and the key) 32 Phrasal verbs (the key)
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